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sReceived 16 December 2004; accepted 1 March 2005; published online 20 April 2005d

We consider a Dirac operatorH acting in the Hilbert spaceL2sR3;C4d ^ C2, which
describes a Hamiltonian of the chiral quark soliton model in nuclear physics. The
mass term ofH is a matrix-valued function formed out of a functionF :R3→R,
called a profile function, and a vector fieldn on R3, which fixes pointwise a
direction in the isospin space of the pion. We first show that, under suitable con-
ditions, H may be regarded as a generator of a supersymmetry. In this case, the
spectra ofH are symmetric with respect to the origin ofR. We then identify the
essential spectrum ofH under some condition forF. For a class of profile functions
F, we derive an upper bound for the number of discrete eigenvalues ofH. Under
suitable conditions, we show the existence of a positive energy ground state or a
negative energy ground state for a family of scaled deformations ofH. A symmetry
reduction ofH is also discussed. Finally a unitary transformation ofH is given,
which may have a physical interpretation. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics.fDOI: 10.1063/1.1896388g

I. INTRODUCTION

Let s js j =1,2,3d be the Pauli matrices,

s1ªS0 1

1 0
D, s2ªS0 − i

i 0
D, s3ªS1 0

0 − 1
D s1.1d

and

a jªSs j 02

02 − s j
D s j = 1,2,3d, bªS02 12

12 02
D , s1.2d

where 02 and 12 are the 232 zero matrix and the 232 identity matrix, respectively. The matrix

g5ª − ia1a2a3 s1.3d

is Hermitian withg5
2=14 sthe 434 identity matrixd satisfying the following relations:

fa j,g5g = 0 s j = 1,2,3d, hb,g5j = 0, s1.4d

wherefA,BgªAB−BA and hA,BjªAB+BA. We set

sªss1,s2,s3d, aªsa1,a2,a3d. s1.5d

For objectsA =sA1,A2,A3d and B=sB1,B2,B3d such that the productsAjBj s j =1,2,3d and
their sum are defined, we writeA ·Bªo j=1

3 AjBj.
We consider a Dirac operator acting in the Hilbert space
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HªL2sR3;C4d ^ C2, s1.6d

where L2sR3;C4d is the Hilbert space ofC4-valued square integrable functions onR3. Let
¹ªsD1,D2,D3d with Dj the generalized partial differential operator in the variablexj, the j th
component ofx=sx1,x2,x3d[R3. Then the free Dirac operator with mass zero is defined by

H0ª − ia · ¹ ^ 12 s1.7d

acting inH. To introduce a perturbation toH0, let F :R3→R be Borel measurable and finite almost
everywheresa.e.d in R3 and set

UFªcosF + ig5 ^ t ·n sinF, s1.8d

wheretªst1,t2,t3d with t jªs js j =1,2,3d, nªsn1,n2,n3d with nj a real-valued measurable func-
tion on R3 such that

unsxdu2 = 1, a.e.x [ R3. s1.9d

Let M .0 be a constant. Then, by the second relation ins1.4d, Msb ^ 12dUF is a bounded self-
adjoint operator onH. Hence, by the Kato–Rellich theorem, the operator

HªH0 + Msb ^ 12dUF s1.10d

is self-adjoint with domainDsHd=DsH0d. This is the Dirac operator we consider in this paper. The
operatorH appears as the Hamiltonian of the so-called the chiral quark soliton model in nuclear
physicsse.g., Ref. 1 and references thereind. In this context,M and

FFªcosF + i sinF ^ t ·n s1.11d

sUF with g5 replaced by 14d denote the mass of a quark and the pion field, respectively, andF is
called a profile function. The Dirac operatorH is not only physically important, but also may have
interests from purely mathematical points of view. As far as we know, no mathematically rigorous
analysis has been made on the Dirac operatorH sa study of a Dirac operator with a variable mass
is given in Ref. 2, but, in that paper, the mass is a scalar function and the point there is to establish
self-adjointness of such a Dirac opeartor in cases where the Kato–Rellich theorem is no longer
applicable to it; in this sense Ref. 2 does not bear upon the topics of the present paperd.

The present paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we show that the Dirac operatorH can
be regarded as a generator of a supersymmetry, and describe its implications on the spectra ofH.
In Sec. III we identify the essential spectrum ofH. We also derive an upper bound for the number
of discrete eigenvalues ofH. In particular, for a class ofF andn, the absence of discrete eigen-
values ofH is proven. Sections IV and V are concerned with existence of discrete eigenvalues of
H. In Sec. IV we introduce a concept of a positive energy ground state and that of a negative
energy ground state ofH and show, under some condition forF, that a scaled deformation ofH
has a positive energy ground state or a negative ground state. In Sec. V we discuss a symmetry
reduction ofH to smaller mutually orthogonal closed subspaces which are indexed by triples
s, ,s,td[Z3 h±1j3 h±1j, where, denote an eigenvalue of the third component of the angular
momentum operator,s/2 the spin of the quark andt /2 the isospin of the pion. We prove that,
under suitable conditions, each reduced part ofH or its scaled version has a discrete positive
ground state or a discrete negative ground state. In the last section we present a unitary transfor-
mation which bringsH to a Dirac operator with a magnetic moment.

II. SUPERSYMMETRIC ASPECTS

In this section we assume the following.
Hypothesis (I):Eachnjs j =1,2,3d is continuously differentiable onR3 and

sn1sxd,n2sxdd Þ s0,0d, x [ R3. s2.1d
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Let

jsxdª
st1n2sxd − t2n1sxdd
În1sxd2 + n2sxd2

, x [ R3. s2.2d

Thenjsxd2=1, x[R3. For all x[R3, we can define a matrix tensor

Gsxdªa1a2a3b ^ jsxd s2.3d

acting onC4 ^ C2. It is easy to see thatGsxd is self-adjoint withGsxd2= I sI denotes identityd. By
the natural identificationH=L2sR3;C4 ^ C2d, we denote the multiplication operator by the matrix-
tensor valued functionGs·d by the same symbolG. ThenG is self-adjoint and unitary onH.

Proposition 2.1:Suppose that Hypothesis (I) holds andjsxd is a constant matrix. Then, for all
c[DsHd, Gc[DsHd and

hG,Hjc = 0, c [ DsHd. s2.4d

Proof: By direct computations, we have

ha1a2a3b,a jj = 0 s j = 1,2,3d, hjsxd,t ·nsxdj = 0. s2.5d

Using these relations and the constancy ofjs·d, we see that, for allc[DsHd=DsH0d, Gc[DsH0d
and H0Gc=−GH0c. Similarly, using s2.5d and fa1a2a3b ,bg5g=0, we see that hMsb
^ 12dUF ,Gjc=0. Thuss2.4d follows. j

Proposition 2.1 shows that the Dirac operatorH may be regarded as a generator of a super-
symmetry, i.e., a supercharge with respect toG se.g., p. 140 in Ref. 3d.

For a self-adjoint operatorT, we denote byssTd frespectively,spsTdg the spectrum ofT
srespectively, the point spectrum ofTd. The discrete spectrum ofT sthe set of isolated eigenvalues
of T with finite multiplicityd is denotedsdsTd.

Theorem 2.2:Suppose that Hypothesis (I) holds andjsxd is a constant matrix. Then

sid ssHd is symmetric with respect to the origin ofR, i.e., if l[ssHd, then−l[ssHd.
sii d s#sHds#=p,dd is symmetric with respect to the origin ofR. The multiplicity l[s#sHd

coincides with that of−l[s#sHd.

Proof: By Proposition 2.1 we haveGHG−1=−H sthe unitary equivalence ofH and −Hd. This
implies the desired results. j

Remark 2.1:The properties stated in Theorem 2.2 may differ from spectral properties of the
usual Dirac operatorH0+Mb+V, whereV is a scalar potential.

III. THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM AND FINITENESS OF THE DISCRETE SPECTRUM
OF H

A. Structure of the spectrum of H

For a self-adjoint operatorT, we denote bysesssTd the essential spectrum ofT.
Theorem 3.1:Suppose that

lim
uxu→`

Fsxd = 0. s3.1d

Then

sesssHd = s− `,− Mg ø fM,`d, s3.2d

sdsHd , s− M,Md. s3.3d

Proof: We write H=H0+Msb ^ I2d+V with VªMsb ^ I2dsUF− Id. We haveiVsxdiøMsu1
−cosFsxdu+ usinFsxdud→0suxu→`d. Hence we can apply Theorem 4.7, Remark 2 on p. 117 in Ref.
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3 to H to obtains3.2d. This impliess3.3d. j

B. Bound for the number of discrete eigenvalues of H

Assumes3.1d. Then, by Theorem 3.1, we can define the number of discrete eigenvalues ofH
counting multiplicities,

NHªdim RanEHss− M,Mdd, s3.4d

whereEH is the spectral measure ofH and RanEHss−M ,Mdd means the range ofEHss−M ,Mdd. To
estimate an upper bound forNH, we introduce a hypothesis forF andn.

Hypothesis (II):

sid The functionsF andnj s j =1,2,3d are continuously differentiable onR3.
sii d The functionsDjF andDjnk s j ,k=1,2,3d are bounded onR3.

Under this assumption, we can define

VFsxdªÎu ¹ Fsxdu2 + o
k=1

3

u ¹ nksxdu2 sin2 Fsxd, x [ R3. s3.5d

Theorem 3.2:Assume (3.1) and Hypothesis (II). Suppose that

CFªE
R6

VFsxdVFsyd
ux − yu2

dx dy , `. s3.6d

Then NH is finite with

NH ø
M2CF

2p2 . s3.7d

To prove this theorem we present a general lemma. LetK be a complex Hilbert space and
BsKd be the Banach space of bounded linear operators onK. Let V:Rd→BsKd sd[Nd be a
measurable function. The functionV defines a unique multiplication operator acting in the Hilbert
spaceL2sRd;Kd of K-valued square integrable functions onRd. We denote it by the same symbol
V. We assume the followingsD is thed-dimensional generalized Laplaciand:

sV.1d Dss−Dd1/2d,DsuVu1/2dùDsuV* u1/2d and the form sum

L0ª − Du S− uVu 0

0 − uV* u
D

acting in %2L2sRd;Kd with form domain Dss−Dd1/2d defines a unique self-adjoint operator
bounded from below. Moreover,sesssL0d, f0,`d.

sV.2d The operator

Lª − D + S0 V*

V 0
D

acting in %2L2sRd;Kd is self-adjoint onDsDd, bounded from below, andsesssLd, f0,`d.
For a self-adjoint operatorA, we denote byN−sAd the number of negative eigenvalues ofA

counting multiplicities.
Lemma 3.3:Assume (V.1) and (V.2). Then N−sLdøN−sL0d.
Proof: Let
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QªS0 V*

V 0
D .

ThenQ is self-adjoint and

Q2 = SuVu2 0

0 uV* u2
D ,

which implies that

uQu = SuVu 0

0 uV* u
D .

It is obvious thatQù−uQu. HenceLùL0. This inequality and the min–max principlese.g., Theo-
rem XIII.1, Problem 1 in Ref. 4d imply the inequalityN−sLdøN−sL0d. j

Proof of Theorem 3.2:We note thatH has the operator matrix representation

H = H0 + MS 0 FF
*

FF 0
D , s3.8d

whereFF is defined bys1.11d. Hence

H2 = LsFd + M2 s3.9d

with

LsFdª − D + MS 0 WF
*

WF 0
D , s3.10d

whereWFªis ·s¹FFd. Note that, by HypothesissII d sii d, the second term on the right-hand side of
s3.10d is a bounded self-adjoint operator and henceLsFd is self-adjoint withDsLsFdd=DsDd. By
direct computations, we have

WFsxd*WFsxd = WFsxdWFsxd* = u ¹ Fsxdu2 + o
j=1

3

u ¹ njsxdu2 sin2 Fsxd,

where we have useds1.9d. Hence uWFu= uWF
* u=VF. Let L0sFdª−D−MVF. By Theorem 3.1,

sesssLsFdd=f0,`d. Conditions3.6d implies thatVF is a potential in the Rollnik classsp. 170 in Ref.
5d. Hence it follows from Example 7, p. 118 in Ref. 4 and Weyl’s essential spectrum theorem
sTheorem XIII.14, p. 112 in Ref. 4d that sesssL0sFdd=sesss−Dd=f0,`d. Therefore the assumption
of Lemma 3.3 withL=LsFd and L0=L0sFd is satisfied. HenceN−sLsFddøN−sL0sFdd. It is well
known thatN−sL0sFddø8M2CF / s4pd2 sTheorem XIII.10 in Ref. 4d, where the factor 8=dimC4

^ C2. On the other hand, by the spectral theorem,NHøN−sLFd. Thuss3.7d follows. j

Theorem 3.2 implies the absence of discrete eigenvalues ofH for F’s such that the Rollnik
norm of MVF is sufficiently small.

Corollary 3.4: Assume (3.1) and Hypothesis (II). Let M2CF,2p2. ThensdsHd=0” .

IV. EXISTENCE OF DISCRETE GROUND STATES

For a self-adjoint operatorA bounded from below, we set

E0sAdªinf ssAd.

If E0sAd[spsAd, then we say thatA has a ground state and we call a nonzero vector in kersA
−E0sAdd a ground state ofA. If E0sAd[sdsAd, then we say thatA has a discrete ground state.

Definition 4.1: Let
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E0
+sHdªinfsssHd ù f0,`dd, E0

−sHdªsupsssHd ù s− `,0gd. s4.1d

If E0
+sHd frespectively,E0

−sHdg is an eigenvalue ofH, then we say thatH has a positivesrespec-
tively, negatived energy ground state and we call a nonzero vector in kersH−E0

+sHdd frespectively,
kersH−E0

−sHddg a positivesrespectively, negatived energy ground state ofH. If E0
+sHd frespec-

tively, E0
−sHdg is a discrete eigenvalue ofH, then we say thatH has a discrete positivesrespec-

tively, negatived energy ground state.
Remark 4.1:If the spectrum ofH is symmetric with respect to the origin ofR as in Theorem

2.2, thenE0
+sHd=−E0

−sHd, andH has a positive energy ground state if and only if it has a negative
energy ground state.

We assume HypothesissII d. Then the operators

S±sFdª − D ± MsD3 cosFd = − D 7 MsD3FdsinF s4.2d

are self-adjoint withDsS±sFdd=DsDd and bounded from below.
Theorem 4.2:Assume Hypothesis (II) and (3.1). Suppose that E0sS+sFdd,0 or E0sS−sFdd

,0. Then H has a discrete positive energy ground state or a discrete negative ground state.
Proof: For eachf [DsDd andu[C2 with iui=1, we define

c f
+
ªsf ^ u,0,i f ^ u,0d [ H, c f

−
ªs0,f ^ u,0,i f ^ ud [ H.

Then we have

kc f
±,LsFdc f

±l = 2kf,S±sFdfl.

In the case whereE0sS+sFdd,0, there exists a unit vectorf [DsDd such thatkf ,S+sFdfl,0.
Hencekc f

+,LsFdc f
+l,0. By Theorem 3.1 and the spectral theorem, we have

sesssLsFdd = f0,`d. s4.3d

Thus, by the min–max principle,LsFd has a discrete ground state. Similarly, in the case where
E0sS−sFdd,0 too, LsFd has a discrete ground state. This implies thatH has a discrete positive
energy ground state or a discrete negative ground state. j

To construct examples ofF satisfying the conditions as stated in Theorem 4.2, we consider a
scaling. For a constant«.0 and a functionf on Rd, we define a functionf« on Rd by

f«sxdªfs«xd, x [ Rd.

Lemma 4.3:Let V:Rd→R be in Lloc
2 sRdd and, for a constant«.0,

S«ª − D + V«.

Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:

sid For all «.0, S« is self-adjoint and bounded from below andsesssS«d, f0,`d.
sii d There exists a nonempty open setV, hx[RduVsxd,0j.

Then there exists a constant«0.0 such that, for all«[ s0,«0d, S« has a discrete ground state.
Proof: By conditionsii d, we can take a nonzero vectorf [C0

`sVd sthe set of infinitely differ-
entiable functions onRd with compact support inVd. Then it is easy to see thatkf« ,S«f«l
=«−dsaf«

2− ubfud, whereafªi¹ fi2, bf =kf ,Vfl,0. Hence, taking«0ª
Îubfu /af snote thataf Þ0d,

we havekf« ,S«f«l,0 for all «[ s0,«0d. Hence, by the min–max principle and conditionsid,
E0sS«d[sdsS«d. j

Lemma 4.4: Let V:Rd→R be continuous onRd with lim uxu→` Vsxd=0. Suppose that
V−ªhx[RduVsxd,0jÞ0” . Then the following hold:

sid −D+V acting in L2sRdd is self-adjoint and bounded from below.
sii d sesss−D+Vd=f0,`d.
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siii d S« has a discrete ground state for all«[ s0,«0d with some«0.0.

Proof: Part sid follows from the Kato–Rellich theorem. Partsii d is proven by a simple appli-
cation of Theorem XIII.15-sbd in Ref. 4.

SinceV is continuous, the setV− is open. Hence Lemma 4.3 implies the existence of a ground
state ofS« for all «[ s0,«0d with some«0.0. j

We consider a one-parameter family of Dirac operators,

H«ªH0 +
1

«
Msb ^ 12dUF«

, s4.4d

which is a scaled deformation ofH.
Theorem 4.5:Assume Hypothesis (II) and (3.1). Suppose that D3 cosF is not identically zero.

Then there exists a constant«0.0 such that, for all«[ s0,«0d, H« has a discrete positive energy
ground state or a discrete negative ground state.

Proof: We writeS±sF ,MdªS±sFd to make explicit the dependence ofS±sFd on M. At least one
of the setshx[R3u sD3 cosFdsxd.0j and hx[R3sD3 cosFdsxd,0j is not empty. The function
D3 cosF=−sD3FdsinF is bounded and continuous satisfying limuxu→`sD3Fdsxd=0. Hence we can
apply Lemma 4.4 to conclude thatS+sF« ,«−1Md or S−sF« ,«−1Md has a discrete ground state for all
«[ s0,«0d with some«0.0. This fact and Theorem 4.2 yield the desired result. j

V. SYMMETRY REDUCTION OF H

In this section, we show that, ifF is invariant under the rotations around thex3 axis, then there
exist infinitely many mutually orthogonal closed subspaces ofH that reduceH« for all «.0 and
each reduced part ofH« may have a positive energy ground state or a negative energy ground
state. We use the cylindrical coordinates for pointsx=sx1,x2,x3d[R3,

x1 = r cosu, x2 = r sinu, x3 = z,

whereu[ f0,2pd, r .0. We assume the following.
Hypothesis (III): There exists a continuously differentiable functionG: s0,`d3R→R such

that sid Fsxd=Gsr ,zd, x[R3\ h0j; sii d limr+uzu→` Gsr ,zd=0; siii d supr.0,z[Rsu]Gsr ,zd /]r u
+ u]Gsr ,zd /]zud,`.

We take the vector fieldn to be of the form

nsxdªssinQsr,zdcossmud,sinQsr,zdsinsmud,cosQsr,zdd, s5.1d

whereQ : s0,`d3R→R is continuous andm is a real constant.
Let L3ª− ix1D2+ ix2D1, the third component of the angular momentum. It is well known that

L3 is essentially self-adjoint onC0
`sR3d. We denote its closure by the same symbolL3. We set

S3ªs3 % s3

acting onC4 and define

K3ªL3 ^ 12 +
1

2
S3 ^ 12 +

m

2
I ^ t3, s5.2d

which is a self-adjoint operator acting inH.
We denote byT« s«.0d the unitary dilation onL2sR3d with power«,

sT«fdsxdª«3/2fs«xd, f [ L2sR3d, a.e.x. s5.3d

Lemma 5.1:For all «.0, T«L3T«
−1=L3. HencesT« ^ 12dK3sT« ^ 12d−1=K3 for all «.0.

Proof: It is straightforward to see that, for allf [C0
`sR3d, T«L3f =L3T«f. SinceC0

`sR3d is a
core of L3, this equality extends to allf [DsL3d showing thatL3,T«

−1L3T«. The both sides are
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self-adjoint. Hence they coincide. j

Lemma 5.2:Assume that

Qs«r,«zd = Qsr,zd, sr,zd [ s0,`d 3 R, « . 0. s5.4d

Then, for all t[R and «.0, the operator equality

eitK3H«e
−itK3 = H« s5.5d

holds.
Proof: We first proves5.5d with «=1. We have for allt[R,

eitK3 = eitL3eitS3/2
^ eitmt3/2.

For all f [C0
`sR3d, we have

seitL3fdsxd = fsx1 cost − x2 sin t,x1 sin t + x2 cost,zd, x [ R3.

HenceeitL3 leavesC0
`sR3d invariant. It follows that, for allf [C0

`sR3;C4d ^ C2, eitK3f [DsH0d
=DsHd and

H0e
itL3f = eitL3hs− ia1 cost + ia2 sin tdD1f + s− ia1 sin t − ia2 costdD2f − ia3D3fj. s5.6d

Using the matrix representation ofa j, one can check that

a je
itS3/2 = e−itS3/2a j s j = 1,2d, fa3,e

itS3g = 0.

It follows from these relations ands5.6d,

H0e
itK3f = eitK3H0f . s5.7d

We have

t je
itmt3/2 = eitmt3/2t je

itmt3 s j = 1,2d, t3e
itmt3/2 = eitmt3/2t3

and

e−itL3nsxdeitL3 = ssinQsr,zdcosmsu − td,sinQsr,zdsinmsu − td,cosQsr,zdd.

It follows from these relations that

b ^ 12UFeitK3f = eitK3sb ^ 12dUFf . s5.8d

Combinings5.7d together withs5.8d, we obtainHeitK3f =eitK3Hf. SinceC0
`sR3;C4d ^ C2 is a core of

H, this equality extends to allf [DsHd=DsH0d showing H,e−itK3HeitK3. The both sides are
self-adjoint. Thuss5.5d follows.

We next consider the case where«Þ1. We writeUF=UsF ,nd. By Lemma 5.1,s5.8d and the
fact that T« is a bijection from C0

`sR3d onto itself, we haveb ^ 12UsF« ,n«deitK3f =eitK3sb
^ 12dUsF« ,n«df. By condition s5.4d, n«=n. Henceb ^ 12UsF« ,n«deitK3f =eitK3sb ^ 12dUsF« ,ndf.
Therefores5.8d holds withF replaced byF«. Thus, in the same way as in the preceding paragraph,
one can proves5.5d. j

We say that two self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space strongly commute if their spectral
measures commute.

Lemma 5.3:Assume (5.4). Then, for all«.0, H« and K3 strongly commute.
Proof: It follows from Lemma 5.2 and the functional calculus for self-adjoint operators that

eitK3eisH«=eisH«eitK3 for all s, t[R and all«.0. This implies the strong commutativity ofH« and
K3 ssee Theorem VIII.13 in Ref. 6 for general criteria of the strong commutativity of self-adjoint
operatorsd. j

Let
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Eªs0,`d 3 f0,2pd 3 R = hsr,u,zdur . 0,u [ f0,2pd,z[ Rj

and dmªr dr ^ du ^ dz, a measure onE. Then one can define a unitary operatorY:L2sR3d
→L2sE,dmd by

sYfdsr,u,zdªfsr cosu,r sinu,zd, f [ L2sR3d.

For each,[Z, we definef, : f0,2pd→C by

f,sudª
1

Î2p
ei,u, u [ f0,2pd. s5.9d

It is well known that hf,j,[Z is a complete orthonormal system ofL2sf0,2pdd. For each

f [L2sE,dmd, we definef̂ : s0,`d3Z3R by

f̂sr, , ,zdªE
0

2p

f,sud* fsr,u,zddu.

We define an operatorDu on L2sE,dmd as follows:

DsDudªH f [ L2sE,dmdu o
,=−`

`

,2E
0

`

dr rE
R

dzu f̂sr, , ,zdu2 , `J ,

sDu f̂dsr, , ,ud = i , f̂sr, , ,ud, f [ DsDud.

Then −iDu is self-adjoint with

ss− iDud = sps− iDud = h,j,[Z = Z, s5.10d

kers− iDu − , d =Hgf,ug:s0,`d 3 R → C,E
0

`

dr rE
R

dzugsr,zdu2 , `J . s5.11d

It is not so hard to see that

YL3Y
−1 = − iDu. s5.12d

Hence

ssL3d = spsL3d = Z. s5.13d

Let

M,ªkersL3 − , d = Y−1 kers− iDu − , d. s5.14d

Then we have the orthogonal decomposition

L2sR3d = %,=−`
` M,, L2sE,dmd = %,=−`

` YM,. s5.15d

By s5.13d, we have

ssK3d = spsK3d = H, + U s

2
+

mt

2
u , [ Z,s= ± 1,t = ± 1J . s5.16d

The eigenspace ofK3 with eigenvalue,+ss/2d+smt/2d is given by
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M,,s,tªM, ^ Cs ^ Tt s5.17d

under the natural identificaionH=L2sR3d ^ C4 ^ C2, where CsªkersS3−sd and Ttªkerst3− td.
ThenH has the orthogonal decomposition

H = %,[Z,s,t[h±1jM,,s,t. s5.18d

Lemma 5.3 implies the following fact.
Lemma 5.4:Assume (5.4). Then, for all«.0, H« is reduced by eachM,,s,t.
We denote byH«s, ,s,td by the reduced part ofH« to M,,s,t and set

Hs,,s,tdªH1s,,s,td, s5.19d

the reduced part ofH to M,,s,t.
For s= ±1 and,[Z, we define

SssG, , dª −
]2

]r2 −
1

r

]

]r
+

,2

r2 +
]2

]z2 + sM
]cosG

]z
s5.20d

acting inL2ss0,`d3R ,r dr dzd with domainDsSssG, , ddªC0
`ss0,`d3Rd and set

E0sSssG, , ddª inf
f[C0

`ss0,̀ d3Rd,ifiL2ss0,̀ d3R,r dr dzd=1

kf,SssG, , dfl.

Theorem 5.5: Assume Hypothesis (III). Fix an,[Z arbitrarily and s= ±1. Suppose that
E0sSssG, , dd,0. Then, for each t= ±1, Hs, ,s,td has a discrete positive energy ground state or a
discrete negative ground state.

Proof: Let

c,ª
1

Î2p
E

0

2p

due−i,u cossmud, d,ª
1

Î2p
E

0

2p

due−i,u sinsmud,

nj ,,sr,zdªssinQsr,zdc,,sinQsr,zdd,,cosQsr,zdd,

FG,,,tªcosG + io
j=1

nj ,, sinG ^ t j + itn3,, sinG,

D1,,ªc,

]

]r
−

d,

r

]

]u
, D2,,ªd,

]

]r
+

c,

r

]

]u

and

WG«,,,s,tªio
j=1

2

s jDj ,,FG«,,,t + isDzFG«,,,t, « . 0.

Then we have

sY ^ 12dH«s,,s,td2sY ^ 12d−1 = −
]2

]r2 −
1

r

]

]r
+

,2

r2 +
]2

]z2 + «−1MS 0 WG«,,,s,t
*

WG«,,,s,t
D + M2

¬L«s,,s,td + M2

on C0
`ss0,`d3Rd.

For eachf [C0
`ss0,`d3Rd and ut[C2 satisfying ifi=1, iuti=1, andt3ut= tutst= ±1d, we

define
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c f
s1d
ªsf ^ ut,0,i f ^ ut,0d [ Ms,,1,td,

c f
s−1d

ªs0,f ^ ut,0,i f ^ utd [ Ms,,− 1,td.

Then we have

kc f
ssd,YL1s,,s,tdY−1c f

ssdl = 2kf,SssF, , dfl.

By the present assumption, there exists a unit vectorf [C0
`ss0,`d3Rd such thatkf ,SssF , , dfl

,0. Note thatsesssL1s, ,s,tdd, f0,`d. Hence, by the min–max principle,L1s, ,s,td has a discrete
ground state. This implies thatHs, ,s,td has a discrete positive energy ground state or a discrete
negative ground state. j

Theorem 5.6: Assume Hypothesis (III) and (5.4). Suppose that] cosG/]z is not identically
zero. Then, for each,[Z, there exists a constant«,.0 such that, for all«[ s0,«,d, each
H«s, ,s,td has a discrete positive energy ground state or a discrete negative ground state.

Proof: We write Ss,MsF , , dªSssF , , d to make explicit the dependence ofSssF , , d on M. In
the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4.5, one can take a vectorf«[C0

`ss0,`d3Rd such that
kf« ,Ss,«−1MsF«s,ddf«l,0 for all sufficiently small«.0, where the smallness depends on,. It
follows from the proof of the preceding theorem thatL«s, ,s,td has a discrete ground state.j

Corollary 5.7: Assume Hypothesis (III) and (5.4). Suppose that] cosG/]z is not identically
zero. Let«, be as in Theorem 5.6 and, for each N[N and k.n sk,n[Zd, nk,nªminn+1ø,øk «,.
Then, for each«[ s0,nk,nd, H« has at leastsk−nd discrete eigenvalues counting multiplicities.

Proof: We havespsH«d=ø,[Z,s,t=±1spsH«s, ,s,tdd. By the preceding theorem, for each,=n
+1,… ,k, H«s, ,s,td has a discrete eigenvalue. Thus the desired result follows. j

Remark 5.1:This result is consistent with Theorem 3.2, because it reads in the present case

NH«
ø

1

«4

M2CF

2p2

and the right-hand side diverges as«→0.

VI. A UNITARY TRANSFORMATION

In this section we show that, under HypothesissII d, the HamiltonianH with n constant is
unitarily equivalent to an operator which resembles a Dirac operator with a magnetic moment.

It is easy to see that the operator

XFªSeiF ^t·n/2 0

0 e−iF ^t·n/2D s6.1d

is unitary. Under HypothesissII d, we can define the following functions:

Bjsxdª1
2DjsFsxd ^ t ·nsxdd, x [ R3, j = 1,2,3. s6.2d

We set

BªsB1,B2,B3d s6.3d

and introduce

HsBdªH0 + Mb − s ·B s6.4d

acting inH. Note that, under HypothesissII d, the operator −s ·B is a bounded self-adjoint opera-
tor. Hence, by a simple application of the Kato–Rellich theorem,HsBd is self-adjoint with
DsHsBdd=DsH0d.

Proposition 6.1:Assume Hypothesis (II) and thatn is constant. Then
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XFHXF
−1 = HsBd. s6.5d

Proof: Noting the fact thatst ·nd2=12, we have

FF = eiF ^t·n.

It follows from this fact ands3.8d that XFHXF
−1c=HsBdc for all c[ f%4C0

`sR3dg ^ C2. Since
f%4C0

`sR3dg ^ C2 is a core ofHsBd, the operator equalitys6.5d follows. j
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